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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we associate two given complex vectors [wi]Fl ~ K + 1 
and [.ql,N_ _K+l (zi # zj for all i # j) with the K X N Lowner matrix 
L,(W, 2) := 
Moreover, we denote by VL(z “1, .Z N := [ zi];“= 1 the L X N Vandermonde 
matrix 
The (1 + k) X n matrices 
dk := w z”) 
n I I L,(w, z) (oGZGN, O<k G K, O<n GN) (1.1) 
(as well as their transposes) will be called LGwner-Vandermonde matrices 
(with respect to the paramet ers introduced above). The main aim of this 
paper is to develop recursive formulas for the solution of systems of linear 
equations 
where the matrix 
Atj=b, 
A = AL-K := 
v,( 9) 
N 
[ 1 L,(W, z) 
(1.2) 
(L+K=N) (1.3) 
is assumed to be nonsingular, and 
b= bL 
[ 1 b-K ’ 
bL = [bJ;=, b-K = [b_i];;;. (1.4) 
(In case L = 0, A is a Liiwner matrix; m case K = 0, A is a Vandermonde 
matrix.) 
Lowner-Vandermonde systems (1.2) occur when solving certain interpola- 
tion problems involving two polynomials of degree less than N. This will be 
explained in more detail in Section 2. In the special case wi = 0 for all i < 0 
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and w, = - 1 for i > 0, the LGwner part has the structure of a Cawh) 
matrix. i.e. 
K-I .v 
LK(W, 2) = 
!=(I ,=I 
and A is a Cauchy-Vandermonde matrix. C:auch~-Vandermonde matrices 
were considered for the first time in [4]. Linear systems with such coefficient 
. matrices were also the subject of [S] and [(il. 
To compute the solution of (1.2) recursively, we consider a sequence of‘ 
systems of linear equations with coefficient matrices of the form (1. l), whew 
the couples (1, k) p roceed in a sequence _t# ~‘2 x,Z, _F = {I. . . S}. 
w= {I,..., K} as illustrated in the following picture: 
In particular we consider the squarc~ wse r1 = k + I and the case /1 
+ 1. In these cases we write hriefh 
A’” .= A/h 
/ii,, 
il’h := A’” 
Oh-l. 
= 
( I 5) 
k+l 
(1.6) 
Throughout this paper we assunw that eve’? nlatrix A’” for (1. k) E .ti is 
nonsingular. We show that the recursion for- the solutions of (1.2) can IX, 
easilt- found if nontrivial elements of the kernels of A’” are used. Thus tllc’ 
main prol)lem is to find recursions for the nontrivial solntions of the Iromo,gc~- 
neous systems 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. III Section 3 we recall a 
recursion formula for the solution !/i.‘l of the nested Vandermonde systems 
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the coefficient matrices of which are 
V,(G) = [Z$& (I = 1,2 ,...) N) 
(see [6]). This recursion is illustrated by the horizontal line in the picture 
(1.5). Moreover, we describe the step from (N - 1, O), (N, 0) to (N - 1,l) 
(that is, the “break point” of our path in the picture). Section 4 is devoted to 
a three-term recursion 
(1 + 1, k - l), (1, k) + (1 - 1, k + l), 
which is the path along the diagonal in the picture. The main tool utilized 
here is the connection between L&vner-Vandermonde systems and certain 
interpolation problems discussed in Section 2. 
For the solution of Liiwner systems an analogous idea is exploited in [5]. 
The connections of Liiwner systems with rational interpolation problems have 
been already examined by many authors; see e.g. [l, 2,7]. 
Finally let us note that further possibilities of recursions, including the 
systems with a transposed Liiwner-Vandermonde coefficient matrix, are in 
preparation. 
2. CONNECTION WITH INTERPOLATION PROBLEMS 
We are going to formulate an interpolation problem corresponding to the 
equation 
dkYrk = blk (I + k = n). (2.1) 
where dk is defined in (1.6), ylk = [ y/” I:= 1, and 
b’k = 6' = [bJ;=,, b-k = [b_$:;. (2.2) 
Denote by g,(h) th e o f 11 owing manic polynomial of degree n: 
(Here the explicit notation with indices k, 1, n is not necessary, but it will be 
important in Sections 3 and 4.) 
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TIIEOKEM 2.1. The vector y” E C” is 0 .soZution of (2.1) if and only ij 
the pol~ytmnial q(A) defined by 
(2.3) 
.ratisfie.s the following conditi0n.s: 
(1) The entries of the vector b’ uz the fir,st 1 c0efficient.s of the Lm~rent 
.scvl’r.s c~xpnnsion at infinity of 
(2) There exists a polynomial p(A), deg p < TV, .such that the pair (y, 1)) 
tru9t.s the following interpolation cvnr1ition.s: 
Proof. Let !j ” be a solution of (2.1). Clwrlp, 
‘I( A) 
- = ,,g, &’ 
,G,l( A) -/ 
Taking into account that the Laurent series expansion of l/(h - 2,) at 
infinity is 
the first 1 equations of the system (2.1) are equivalent to condition (1). 
Plltting 
” iL( A) 1/j” 
P(A) = c 
i=] h-z, 
wi . 
the last k equations of the system (2.1) can be written in the form 
w-iy( ‘-iI - P( ‘-1) = b _ 
$L( Z-i) 
I 
(i=O,l,...,k-l), 
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which proves the first part of (2.4). The second part of (2.4) follows from the 
equalities 
PC ‘11 = gk( ‘i) Y!kWt and u;,q( zj) = w,gi( zi) y!” 
for 0 < i < n. Thus, the proof of the necessity part is complete. 
To prove the sufficiency part we assume that condition (2) is satisfied. In 
particular, the conditions deg p < n and p(x,> = wig(zi) for i = 1,. . . , n 
imply that 
&(h) 
P(*) = 2 wjq(zj) (A _ z,)g;(z,) 
j=l 1 J 
(by the Lagrange interpolation formula). Taking (2.3) into account, the 
expression takes the form 
&I( *) 
p(A) = LjY:x~. 
j=l zl 
Now, the first part of (2.4) and condition (1) mean that ylk is a solution of 
(2.1). H 
In the following we need a homogeneous variant of Theorem 2.1 with 
respect to the matrices Alk defined in (1.61, I + k = n. 
THE~KEM 2.2. The vector 3~‘~ = [xi”]::, belongs to the kernel of Zk if 
and only if the polynomial 
?I+’ gn+,wXjk 
Q’k(4 := C 
j=l 
A _ z, 
.l 
(2.5) 
satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) The degree of Qlk(A> is at most k (= n - 1). 
(2) There is a polynomial Plk(A), deg Plk < n, .such that the pair of 
polynomials (QLk, PLk) meets the interpolation conditions. 
wiQlk( zi) - PLk( zi) = 0 (1 -k < i < n + 1). (2.6) 
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Proof. The equation i”xylk = 0, written entrywise, looks as follows: 
c z;x;” = 0 (i = (),...,I - 1). (2.7) 
j=l 
rl+I w 
c -’ - 9 x!k = () 
j=’ zmi -z, ’ 
(i = O,...,k - 1). (2.8) 
We know from Theorem 2.1 that (2.7) is satisfied if and only if the first 1 
Laurent coefficients of 
are equal to zero. This is, obviously, equivalent to deg Q”‘ < k. Putting 
(2.9) 
we obtain that (2.6) holds for i = I, . . . , n + 1 h\. this verv definition, and 
the system (2.8) implies that (2.6) holds also for i = 1 - k, 1.. 1 0. 
Comrersely, let (1) and (2) hold. Due to the validity of the equations (2.6) 
for i = l,..., n -t 1, the polynomial P’“(A) must have the form (2.9). Then 
the validity of (2.8) follows from (2.6) for i = 1 - k, . . . , 0, and the validi of 
(1) is ensured by (2.7). W 
Since the formula (2.5) establishes a one-to-one correspondence between 
polynomials of degree at most n and (n + l)-component vectors, WC will 
briefly say Qlk(A) corresponds to xlk or (vice versa) in such a situation. 
Finally, let us generalize Theorem 2.2 to present necessary and sufficient 
conditions for a vector being in the kernel of A’:, for any 172 > I + k. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let m, 1, k he arbitrary nonnegatice integerx, m > 1 + k. 
The vector x’~“’ = [ xfkn’]l,~, belongs to the kernel (f A’;, $ and or&y if tlw 
polynomial 
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satisfies the following conditions: 
(1) The degree of Q:(h) is at most m - 1 - 1. 
(2) There is a polynomial Pkk< A), deg Pik< A) =G m - 1, such that the pair 
of polynomials <QE, Pkk> meets the 
- 
interpolation conditions 
3. RECURSION OF TYPE (I - 
(iv - 2,O),(N - 1,O) --) (N - 
= 0 (1 -k <i<m ). 
1,0) + (l,O> AND 
2,l) 
Introduce the vectors ylk, xlk, bik as in Section 2, where bi, - K < i < L, 
are taken from (1.4) and bi for i > L may be arbitrarily chosen. Moreover, in 
all what follows we denote by u’j, v ‘j the row vectors of the first j compo- 
nents of the ith rows of Lk(W, .z), V,( z “), respectively. 
Now we consider the case k = 0. In this case the matrices Ak and 2’ are 
pure Vandermonde matrices of full rank. 
A’a = V[( z”), Ali’” = Vl( Zl+’ ) = [V1(z’)a”‘], 
where a lo =: [z;+,]f::,, 1 < N. 
THEOREM 3.1. The following recursion formulas are true: 
10 
Y 
1+1,0 = 
[ 1 Y 0 + ff# (I = l,...,N - 1). 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
where q := (b,,, - v~+~.‘Y”)/&+~, with PI := v~,~x~-~,O always nonzero; 
xfm 1.0 
p= 1 
1 
zi 
(i = l,..., 1) and xi”,, = - 6x:‘. (3.3) 
- z1+1 i=I 
Proof. Clearly &+ i # 0; otherwise xl0 would be a nonzero element of 
the kernel of A’+ ‘z”, which contradicts the nonsingularity of A+‘,” (1 = 
1 a..., N - 1). Taking into account that 
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the formula (3.2) follows immediately on evaluating 
The recursion (3.3) is a consequence of 
c 
- = 
g[( A) 
(c = const # 0) and 
&+,(A) = .dA)(A - =r+,)- 
This completes the proof. 
Let us introduce the numbers 
$h,,, := u A+l.n+l~lk (3.4) 
which will be needed here for k = 0, and in the next section also for other 
subscripts. Since .r ” is a nontrivial element of kerilk, we have 
which leads, in view of the nonsingularity of A’. k + ‘, to 
+lk # o [(I, k + 1) c@‘]. (:3.5) 
Now we present the recursion formula which is necessary to start the 
second part of the algorithm. It corresponds to the “break point” of the path 
drawn in the picture (1.5). 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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where a = 1, /3 = 0 in case &- 2, o = 0, but 
case +N-2,0 + 0. 
Proof. We establish that 
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ff = dk1,0/dk2.0, P = 1 in 
Otherwise, since x Np1,” E kerV,_,(zN), we get that rNS2,’ belongs to 
ker V,,_ ,( z ‘- ‘) which is a contradiction. Thus, the vector x “- ‘,l defined by 
(3.7) is nonzero and satisfies the equation 
which is, obviously, equal to zero for the choice of (Y and /3 in both cases. 
Analogously, the formula (3.6) is shown. ??
4. RECURSION OF TYPE (1 + 1, k - l),(Z, k) + (1 - 1, k + 1) 
This section is devoted to recursions which correspond to the diagonal 
path in the picture (1.5). First of all let us recall that the matrix A’-‘, kc1 is 
obtained from dk by canceling the lth row, which is uUIN, and appending the 
row uk+r, N as the last row. Analogously b ‘- ‘, k+ ’ is obtained by omitting the 
Zth component of blk [introduced in (2.2)] and extending the remaining 
vector by b_, as the fast component. The recursions continue until the step 
(L + 2, K - 2) (L + 1, K - 1) + (L, K), in which the required solution of 
the system (1.1) (A = ALK) is reached. 
Besides the assumption that the matrices Aik are nonsingular, let the 
following condition be satisfied for k = 1, . . . , K, 1 + k = N: 
ker;i”,k-l n ker[w, w2 **e wN1 = 1’). (4.1) 
[An equivalent condition to (4.1) will be presented in Proposition 4.1.1 
From now on let k + 2 = N - 1. Using (3.6) the following recursion (the 
initial vectors y N - ‘, ‘, x N ‘5 ’ of which have been determined in Theorem 
3.2) is easily shown. 
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THEOREM 4.1. We have 
where 
Y 
1,k+l = 
3 l+‘.k + VlkXlk (4.2) 
V,k := --Lch, - Uk+ 1. vyr+ ‘.k) 
(k=1,2 ,..., K-l, k+Z=N-I). 
REMARK 4.1. In case k = 0, 1 = N - 1 one can also use the formula 
(4.2) instead of (3.6). 
In what follows we use the so-called Hadamard product of two \.ectors 
U = [UJ;“:, and u = [v,]>L , defined b) 
u 0 v := [U,Vi];“_,) 
and we introduce the vectors 
To 
x 
rk 
cr := [ ZI - z_.,]yF ] (0 G r < K). 
prove recursion formulas expressing x1- ’ ’ + ’ by means of .*.I+ ‘. ’ ’ ant1 
we need the following assertions. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
dilnspan{x"'."~',x"!} = 2. 
Proof. Since x/k E kerAlk and x’+ I.‘_ ’ E IQ+ ‘.’ ‘, the linear deperl- 
dence of x’~ and x ‘+ ‘, k- ’ would lead to 
which contradicts the nonsingularity of A”+ ” ‘. ??
Let us recall that the equation (2.5) in Theorem 2.2 establishes a 
one-to-one correspondence between (n + I)-component \vLctors and polvno- 
mials of degree at most n. We are going to use this correspondence for 
n = N - I several times. Lemma 4.1 gives a direct corollary in this wa!.: 
COKOLLAHY 4.1, The polyr~ornials Q’+ ‘, k ‘(A) and Qlk( A) are linear/y 
independent. 
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Besides &k [see (3.411 we need here the following numbers: 
N 
VAViiiN 
Ok := c WjXfk (k = O,..., ~-1, l+k=N-1). 
j=l 
By the assumption (4.1) it is clear that &k Z 0. 
It is important to note that the coefficient at AN-l in the polynomial 
PLk(X) defined by (2.9) is just tlk. M oreover, it is easily established that 
‘ilk x 
l+l,k-I 
-5 I+l,k-1X ‘k E ker[wl We ... q,,]. (4.3) 
LEMMA 4.2. Let Qlk(A> be the polynomial corresponding to xlk [see 
(2.5)], 1 > 1. Then the polynomial Qlk(h)(h - z-k) is oftheform 
Qlk(A)(h-z_k) = f,x~k(zj-'i)~ 
j=l I 
(4.4) 
and corresponds to the vector xlk 0 ck. 
Proof. Obviously, 
Qlk(A)(A -zpk) =gN(A) fxjk(l + z;;z;k). 
j=l J 
From xlk E kerAlk we get, in particular, C;“= 1x;” = 0, and (4.4) becomes 
clear. ??
THEOREM 4.2. The vector x1- ‘. k’ ’ can be determined recurrently from 
~l+l,~-’ and x y lk b the following recursion: 
XI-l,k+l = 
Elk x 
l+l,k-1 oCk-l 
- &+,,k_IXlk otJIN - l+hlkdk, (4.5) 
where 
*lk := u k+l,N(51kXl+1.k-l.Ck-l - Sl+l,k_,XlkOglN)/~lk 
(k=l,..., K-l, Z+k=N-1). 
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Proof. Theorem 2.2 enables us to handle polynomials instead of vectors, 
which offers certain advantages in this proof. We consider the polynomial 
Q(h) corresponding to the right-hand side of (4.5), which is, due to Lemma 
4.2, of the form 
Q(A) := 5[kQ1+‘.k-‘(A)(A - ZmL+,) 
- 5/+1,,-,Q’k(A)A - +lkQ1k(A), (4.6) 
and we show that Q(h) satisfies conditions (I), (2) of Theorem 2.2 after 
replacing 2 by 1 - 1 and k by k + 1. Since, clearly., deg Q(A) < k + 1 
condition (1) is satisfied. Introducing 
P(A) := &P’+‘.‘-‘(A)(A - 2. i+,) 
- 61+1 I-I Pk( A) - $,k Plk( A). (4.7) 
we are going to show that deg P(A) < N - 1 and 
tqQ(z,) - P(q) = 0 C-k < i 6 N ) (3.8) 
which means that condition (2) is satisfied. From the definition of P(A) it is 
clear that deg P(h) < N. But, taking (4.3) into account, we establish that the 
coefficient at A,” of P(A) vanishes. It is evident that wiQ<zI) - P(z[> = 0 for 
1 - k < i < N. It remains to show that ~;_,Q(z_~> - P(z_,) = 0. Denot- 
ing by Elk thevector &x~+‘.‘~’ ok’ - tl+, k_,x’r: OC’~‘, WV have. dire to 
the definition of I& and &( = 11 kJ ’ .‘xlk), 
Thus (4.8) is shown. Consequently, s ’ ‘. li + ’ defined in (4.5) is an element of 
kerilk I.At I 
Finally we show that it is nontrivial. Indeed, if it were zero, then 
5lk Q l+',k-'(A)(A -z-k+,) = Qlk(A)[5,+,.~-,A + (cr,k& 
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would hold. Since, due to Corollary 4.1, the polynomials Q’+ ‘, k-‘(A> and 
Qlk(A> are linearly independent, this would mean that Q2k(~_k+l) = 0 and 
P(z_, + 1> = 0. c onsequently, the following polynomials would satisfy con- 
ditions (1) and (2) of Theorem 2.3 for the matrix A’kk- ‘: 
Q Lk-l(A) := AV’kcA) , 
P'k( A) 
Plk( A) := A _ ?_ . 
z-k+l k+l 
Since deg P’, k ’ < N - 1, the vector x1, k ’ = [ x$ k- ‘1;” (corresponding to 
Q '3 k- '1 would have the property 
E w,xy = 0, 
j=l 
which would be a contradiction to (4.1), and the proof is complete. ??
Finally let us note that the condition (4.1) on. keri’, k-1 can be replaced 
by a condition on ker ;i’- ‘. k : 
PROPOSITION 4.1. For each k = 1,2, . . . , K, 1 + k = N, the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
kerA’,k-’ n ker[w, w2 .*a wiv] = {O), (4.9) 
kerA’-‘,k n ker 
1 1 
. . . 
Z-k+l - z~ ‘pk+l - zN I 
= {O}. (4.10) 
Proof. Firstly, we show if (4.9) is violated one can construct a nontrivial 
element of the intersection of (4.10). Let x’, k-1 E ker 2, k- ’ be nonzero and 
[w, . . . WN]Xl.k-r = 0. Using the correspondence of polynomials and vec- 
tors in the notation of Section 2, we get, in view of Lemma 4.2, that 
Q(h) := (h - Z_k+l)Q”k-l( h) 
corresponds to the (nonzero) vector x = [x -IF := x*, k- ’ 0 ck- ’ and satisfies 
together with P(h) := (A - z_~+~)P’~~-‘(A~ the conditions 
wiQ( q) - P(q) = 0 for 1 - k < i < N. 
Since [wr .*. w,]x ‘, k ~ I is just the highest-order coefficient of P(h), which 
is, per assumption, zero, we get deg P(A) < N - 1. Taking Theorem 2.2 into 
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ilccount, this leads to x E keri’- lJ. Moreover, 
The latter shows that x is also an element of ker [I/( zml, + , - z~)]~= ,. 
Secondly, if there exists a nontrivial element XI- ” k of ker ;i’- ‘. ‘, which 
satisfies 
1 1 
. . . 1 x1_ I. k = 0, Z-k+, -1.x -pk+l - ;31 
we get, with the arguments above but in reversed order, that 
and thus P1-L.k(z_k+,) = ~j_~+,Q’-‘,~(.z_~_~) = 0. Consequently, the 
vector x corresponding to Q ‘ml,k(h)(h -z_k+,)Pi isanontrivialelementof 
ker;i’,‘-‘, which satisfies [u;~ ,..., w,,.]x = 0 in view of 
P’--‘.k(4 
deg A _ _ <h'- 1. 
“-k-i I 
??
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